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Dditorial
Do you believe in UFOs?
you a UFO ' Belieuq'l Well,

-Are
doyou ? Areyou ? These questions are

frequently put to me when lecturing or
being interviewed by the media, and
my answer is ' No / ' Now, before
anyone, not to put too fine a point

on it, demands my guts for garters,
letmeelaborate....
' No,' I say,' I'm not a UFO beliezser:
using the word in that sense implies an
act of faith and I don't take them on

do exist, and, indeed, should such anidence be present in only ONE case (for
example, the 1958 Trinidade Island
report), that would still be enotqh not to.
bring faith into it !
The' UFO Belieoer ' tag also immediately suggests not just a 'belief in
UFOs, but also recognition they are
extra-terrestrial vehicles, which does
not necessarily follow. Certainly a
proportion of claims would suggest
this is the case-and I must admit I
would like it to be so, but we must
always remember that if the answer to
the UFO enigma were known and
accepted, there would be no need for
us to research anyway!
Hypotheses abound and, to give just
one example, neither should we neglect

to consider implications raised by the
not inconsiderable number of cases
that evince psychic effects or associ:
ations. Well, Do YOU believe in
UFOs

?

r$(/hether your answer is ' yes ' or ' no t,
a very happy and rewarding 1979 to all.

Norman Olioer.

London Lectures
Sat. 3 February 19792 7 pm: Close Encounters, Space and Sanity.

1e7e: 7 p^, y^fffth*re::oot!33,!^lesinn, mo,n
Stenhofr, BSc FR.,{S AFBIS.
Sat. 7 April 1979: 7 pm: Research Evening.' Chaired by Anthony

sat. 3 March

R Pace, FRI.S, Bufora's Research Director.
Meetings are held in the Lecture Theatre of Kensington Central Library,
Campden Hill Road entrance) London, W8.

Important:

Please note

that all meetings commence at 7 pm.

Owing to pressure of space, some items-including Personal Column advertisements-have had to be held over to the March/April issue. We trust this will
not have caused any inconvenience.

Special Announcement

**

****

Under the sponsorship of Grand Metopolitan Hotels, THE FIRST LONDON
TNTERNATIONAL UFO CONGRESS, jointly hosted by Bufora and Contact
Intutntional (Ur<), will be held in the Hycie Paik and Edihbdgh Suites of the
!{oung Royal Hotel, Marble Arch on the Bank Holiday Sunday and Monday,
26 and27 August,1979.

Dr Allen Hynek and leading ufologists from European countries will be amongst
the speakers, and, in addition to the lecture papers, it is hoped to screen a documentary film on UFOs and include an optional visit to the London Planetarium
as well as Slide Presentations. An extensive Exhibition is planned also.
Though London members will be very welcome to attend, the occasion is specially
designed to benefit those in other parts of the country and to give them the advant_age of overnight West End Hotel accommodation at reasonable rates by a
combined British Rail/Hotel package deal at a considerable overall saving.
\Vives, families and friends would also be able to profit by the package deal and
enjoy the attractions of London without any obligation to attind the congress
before returning at their leisure after the Bank Holiday.

!(/e1l-supported, there is every prospect of this major event living up to its title
and becoming the first truly international UFO Congress to be hel-d in the UK: a
congress which could be repeated annually and one which would also boost
Bufora's already considerable standing as a responsible research and investigation
organrsatron

If you would like full details, please complete the coupon below and return it to
the address indicated-NOT to Bufora. (Those who completed the slip in the
Septe-mber/Octoger 1978 Journal will automatically receive details as the slips
have been passed on to Grand Metropolitan Hotels).
:

!,:t'_

CUT HERE

To.' Colin Rillstone, UFO Congress, Grand Metropolitan House, Stratford
Place, London I71.
Please send me full details of the FIRST LONDON INTERNATIONAL UFO
CONGRESS as soon as these are finalised. I understand this places me under
no obligation to attend.

NAME: Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms.

Total number interested-including those not attending the Congress
2

Motion for Debate
Thursday 18 January 1979 saw the would believe me; but if I had seen a
in the House of Flying Saucer they would not believe
Lords on the Earl of Clancarty's me. What is the difference ? "-and
Motion: " To call attention to the in- natural eloquence was both stimulating
creasing number of sightings and landings
and entertaining: the Bishop of Noron a world-wide scale of unidentified wich, who, whilst considering a scientific
flytng objects (UFOs) and to the need for study of the subject desirable, had
an intra-gooernmental study of UFOs; reservations regarding possible religious associations, and others. For the
and to moae for Papers."
Government, Lord Strabolgi stated
Lionel Beer and I had been invited to that no governmental study was warattend by the Earl of Clancarfy, and, ranted, nor was there any 'cover-up'
though earlier proceedings were pro- by the Ministry of Defence.
tracted by amendments to the Arbitration Bill, the Debate got under way One felt, however, the main purposethat of giving UFOs an 'official'
at 7.7 pm.
airing and showing that even such
Months earlier, the Earl of Clancarty august bodies as the Upper Chamber
had told me that prior to putting down included many interested in 'clearing
the Motion he had done quite a lot of the cobwebs'-had been achieved and
lobbying among peers, finding a sur- in accordance with usual practice the
prising number interested and prepared Motion was withdrawn at the end of
to speak. This proved to be the case, the Debate.
and his Lordship was ably supported
by the Earl of Kimberley, Liberal Lord Trefuarne, the Viscount of Oxfuird,
Spokesman on Aerospace: Lord Kings Lord Gladzoyn, Lord Rankeillour, Lord
Norton, a distinguished scientist and Gainford, the Earl of Hakbury, Lord
former President of the Royal Institute: Hewlett, the Eail of Cork and Orcery,
Lord Davies of Leek, whose Welsh and Viscount Barrington also spoke.
whimsicalities-" If I . . . . said I had
Norman, Olioer.
seen the Virgin Mary springing out of
a rock, some devout religious people
long-awaited debate

:

John Larcombe, a recently elected Bufora member and manager of the
Rochester Odeon cinema, has received an award from the Rank Organisation for his publicity work on the film Close Encounters of the Third Kind.
To quote a Director of the Organisation, " To say that his publicity is excellent is an understqtement." Members will recall that our last issue
leferred to a Bufora exhibition in the foyer and to NIC Larry Dale speaking
immediately prior to the showing of the film.

UFO INSIGHT, the new 20-page magazine of Federation UFO Research (Fufor)
of Crewe is obtainable from Fufor, 24 Cavendish Road, Crewe, Cheshire. Sixissue subscription {1 '20: single copies 25p (including P & P).
3

Points from the Press
Valqie Martin
lYeekend of 9 August had an item
on Southeast Missouri State Uni-

versity's week-long course in
UFO detection which includes
a scientific kit and field trip to
Piedmont, scene of several sightings in 1973. Professor Harley
Rutledge, head of physics departrneilt, says sightings are
numerous now than ever.

The Daily Mirror of 18 August reported that air traffic controllers at
Gatwick airport had spotted a strange
object in the sky, and a spokesman
said they definitely saw something, but
have clammed up over exactly what it
was. People living near have seen a
gaucer-shaped object
piercing white light.

giving out

a

***
The

Journal of 21 August had a report

that according to the

Madagascar

Interior Ministry, a UFO had crashed
and exploded in the market place of
Fort Dauphin. The local radio said
the cigar-shaped object lit up the whole
town before plunging to the ground.

***
The Croydon Advertiser of 25 August
tells of a man claiming to have seen a
circular white shape hovering over a
playground one evening the previous
week. A group of four children were
looking up and after about ten minutes,

the light began to move up and down
then flew off in the direction of Mitcham Common.

***
The Telegraph txArgus of 26 August

quoted space flight analyst of Bradford
Astronomical Society, Philip Clark's
opinion on the UFO seen over Clayton
4

Golf Course earlier that week, as
being the Russian satellite Salyut 6.
It was launched in September 1977,
its altitude is about 220 miles and it is
visible for about four or five orbits
every day. In June 1978 two cosmonauts were sent up to it in Soyuz 29.
Two teenage boys described the UFO
as very, very white and twice the size
of a star.

***
The Lioerpool Echo of 29 August had
an article on unexplained phenomena
over Merseyside. An elderly woman
had seen around 1 am an intensely-lit
object like a 'dinnu plate ' moving at
terrific speed; this would stop suddenly as if looking for something, then
disappear to a pinpoint of light. A
couple driving on the Burscough to
Prescot road saw a cone-shaped object

moving in a north-south direction,
bobbing up and down, gradually losing
height and keeping pace with their cai

at 60 mph. They pulled up

and

waited for more cars to come along
before driving off. The previoui
month, a nurse was walking along the
beach behind Crosby Marina with her
boyfriend, when they heard peculiar
frightening music, than a rumbling
sound. They turned to see a brilliant
white shape which rose to about 50
feet and glided back and forth along
the beach. For periods it would disappear, then reappear just hanging in
mid-air.

The Evening Times of 30 August had a
report on a UFO seenoverWishaw one
night about 9.30 by a man and his wife.
It appeared to be a red ball of fire, too
big for a plane, and they watched for a
few minutes before it started to fall,
but it disappeared before reaching
ground level. Norman Oliver said he
had heard of similar sightings in

different parts of the country and
thinks this is an atmospheric phenomenon rather than any manufactured

obiect. In the absence of other dis-

tinguishingfeatures, it might have been

ball lightning which is not necessarily
connected with a thunder-storm.

***
The Sundajt Mirror of 27 August had

estimates that two to three million of
the 15 million American UFO sightings
could not be explained, and there are
approximately 100 sightings world-

wide each 24 hours.

***
The Nezrs of the lYorld of 3 September

reported that police were treating
seriously the story that three silverclad figures were said to have landed
from a space-craft in a field ofcows, at
Llanerchymedd, Anglesey. This was
one of three separate UFO sightings
involving eight different people, and
police said although too many saw
something

to

dismiss the matter, they

could take no further action.
Report-Extra !).

(See

***
an account of people living near
Concorde's \Iest London flightpath,
claiming to have seen lights near the The Bromley Times of 7 September
supersonic jet. One witness looking continued its articles on the flashing

out of her flat towards Heathrow airport saw a hugh reddish ball appear in
the sky in Concorde's path, and to her
amazement, when the'plane arrived a
few minutes later, it passed straight
through it. The next evening her
husband watched and saw a 'shimmering object'which stayed in the sky
for about 17 minutes. A Heathrow
ofrcial said that nothing had been
picked up on radar.

***

and pulsating light seen at 3.45 am on
10 August, explaining that it may not
have been caused by a locomotive
running into a discarded seat cushion,

as stated by British Rail. Another

witness who lives near the line said she
saw a light coming from the opposite
direction and there was no sound of a
train. On 15 August, a six year old

boy saw from his bedroom window
that night, a black flat disc with blue,
green and red lights, which circled
the open space behind his home five

The Hendon Times of 31 August men- times then flew off.
***
tioned the illustrated talk given by
Lionel Bee4 Bufora's Council Chair- lVeekend of 13 September announced
man, to members of the After Eight the opening of the latest flying saucer
Society, North Finchley. He gave the airport, a 14 acre site in the foothills
of
history and photographic evidence of Mount Rainier, under the spot of
UFOs, but emphasised that Bufora is a Kenneth Arnold's famous sighting.
researching body and not an organis- Opened by the New Age Foundation
ation trying to persuade people that and declared an interplanetary zone,
we are having visitors from outer space.
observers claimed that on opening day
***
they saw a formation of four ( spacetaft' overhead-but none landed.
Tlne Leicester Chvonicle of 1 September
***
had a photograph of Dr Hynek who

The Guardian of 15 September had a
report on a' fljting saucer' seen before
dawn the previous day over Sicily,
Rome, Tuscany and Sardinia. It
appeared to be triangular, torpedoshaped and in one case changing colour
and size.

THE TARCEST SELECTIoN oF
OF UFO AND RELATED
MATERIAL FOR SALE!

Here is what youtll get:
LATEST VISUAL UFO CATALOC
hundreds of newsletters,
magazines, books and research
from all over the world
many available

The Evening Gazette of 1 September
reported that a woman walking her dog

in the Coulby Newham area of Cleveland, saw an oval object with a crisscross patterned dome that had a
flashing light on top, which was pillarbox red.

to the public for
the first time.

PACE RESEARCH LIBRARY
NEWSLETTER

samply copy of this lournal
packed with news,photos
research reports, now in itrs

twenty-third

issue,

FREE WITH EVERY REQUEST:
UFOS AND OTHER CRAFT

Lastly, the Sunday People of 8 October
had a short article on the flashing blue
object with a silver centre, flying beside, above and below a BA TriStar
near Zagreb on 21 September. The

crew claimed they were shadowed by a
' flying saucer' but the captain said it
was a weather balloon which ground
control Zagteb had mentioned. \7hich
leaves the mystery of how a balloon
managed to keep up with a speeding

iet for

150 miles.

To facilitate

answering
enquiries, please quote your

Membership No on ALL
correspondence. If notifying change of address,
please give the Membership
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Adiatronic field of propulsion
and ufos by Dick Benson
FOR THIS SPECIAL PACKAGE OF:
30 page VISUAL UFO CATALOC

2q page UFO Research Newsletter
28 page special report:
UFOS AND OTHER CRAFT
free of charge

3.00 U.S. Funds,item
sent air mail rate.
UFO INFORMATION NETWORK

P.O. Box 5012

Rome Ohio

Uforum
I do not wish to appear hypercritical, to eating anything available to fill the
but I read the letter from E Sears of stomach, and here they chose-be;
Portswood, Southampton, in the Nov/ cause there was nothing else to eatDec issue of the Journal, first with forage and roughage which, in better
interest, then amazement, and finally grazing periods they normally would
dismay.
have ignored. It so happened that it
particular material which
was
Firstly, because this is precisely the must this
have been so heavily impreg.
type of credulity which makes every nated with worm-infested faecel conLITS a UFO. Secondly, because
over the years that it was inthis is precisely the type of credulity tents
evitable that when eventually it was
which finds a difficulty for every consumed, and the ingested worm(logical) explanation. Finally, be- eggs hatched out within the gut of the
cause this is precisely the type of animal, a very heavy toxaemia and/or
credulous mind which rejects a normal

and scientific explanation in favour of
the over-imaginative,' the proofless
and the wholly unscientific approach to
the UFO problem. So let me please

reiterate the history

of those Dart-

moor ponres.

When I first read the account of the
incident in my daily newspaper, I
immediately phoned the veterinary sur-

geon concerned (NOT Bufora iq the
first instance), since I am myself a
member of the Royal College of Vet-

erinary Surgeons and as a ufologist,
rny interest was not unnatural.

Now, whilst those Dartmoor

ponies

may be regarded as being semi-wild,
they have by law, to be ear-tagged as a
means of identification. Fufthermore,
any tagged animal found dead must
also, by law, be buried to a required
depth. Therefore, when these ponies
were discovered, it followed that the
owner(s) should either have them removed immediately, or have them
covered with a sufficient depth of earth
to prevent the possible spread of latent
infection by flies.
However, the summer that year was
long, very hot and very dry, so in these

circumstances it follows that gtazing
for the ponies was both scant and thin.
In effect, therefore, they were reduced

aneurism formation resulted.

It

was this which surely killed the

ponies, because, since they always tend

to move around in groups, inevitably
they all must have grazed aI the sa1nq

time.

Therefore, absorption from ttle
intestinal tract of'each and every animal
would alse occur roughly at the same
tlme.
In any case, there were tuo groups of
ponies affected, and not one as stated
by Mr Sears (I do wish people would
get their facts right!).

The first group, comprising 6 animals,
were found together near a stream,
whilst a second group of 7 (foals,
mares and, if I recall correctly, a
stallion) were found some 50-100
yards away, but also near the gully.
As for the shattered bones, I feel that
a far more logical and sensible rexplanation lies in the fact that the carcases were pulled by tractor or landrover from the point where they died
to the place where they were found,
and the resulting impact against the
bone(sr'c /)-hard ground literally fractured the long bones of the legs.
Once despatched, the ear-tags rliere
removed to prevent identification-ie
the ears were cut off'
,orrirurd overleaf
7

Indeed, one can but sympathise with
any,pony owner having to rent a JCB
to dig a hole deep enough to cov-er a

total

of_

13 ponies,

so

-of

necessity,

Having read Paul Devos's' two-part

articleinthe Journal (Vol7, Nos 2 & 3)
was somewhat disturbed by the lack

I

of obfectivity in attributing the

mal-

presumably they took the easiest way

function of Mr Pike's car to the electromagnetic effect of UFOs.

carcase.

not experienced Mr Pike's first incident whereby the engine cuts out and
refuses to restart, but when left for
several hours, shows no hesitation in

out. The skid mark is surely coincidental. It could easily have been
produced by a vehicle puiling along a
My veterinary colleague did not men-

tion the effect a high acid soil content
might have had on the bodies, since

they were, of course, unburied and not
in direct contact with the moorland
soil other than the side on which the

There must be few motorists who have

stafting. I see no reason to seek a
supernatural explanation for this par-

ticular stoppage when the likely cause
is a temporary problem either with the
carcase lay., However, this aspect fuel supply or ignition system.
must not be forgotten.
Although Mr Pike investigated and
So I must echo the words of peter Hill found no obvious fault,
we do not
in his letter to Uforum when he wrote: know how competent he is
at dia" this brings sharply into focus q com- gnosing such faults and therefore
we
mon weakness of some UFO research should not interpret his 'no oboious
workers, which does great harrn to UFO
as meaning there was no fault,
research and brings distedit on the sub- fault'
especially when remembering that the
ject as a science. It is indeed time that investigation
was
of a visual
u)e outgrerD such sensational;sln and nature and carried only
out at night with
learned to make inztestigations before the aid of a flashlight. fndeed, even
making assumptions. Ti do otherwise if Mr Pike were qualified to perform
is scientific irresponsibility and is de- such fault-finding, there would still be
seroing of our strongest condemnation.,,
insuffcient grounds to conclude that
RJones Pugh MRCVS, the malfunction was caused by some
R/C S lYales. agency external to the vehicle.
Turning to Mr Pike's second incident:
here again, I find nothing in the report
to suggest other than natural causes
As Bufora's Logistics Adviser, I would for the behaviour ofthe side-light. In
point out that Randall Jones Pugh's order to keep production costs low,
comment rc Godel's Theorem (Uforum, motor manufacturers adopt a ' single
Vol 7, No 3, SeptlOct '78) is not en- lead polarizing' method of distributihg
tirely accurate and may give a false electrical power to the vehicle's auxiliaries, with the bodyshell providing
proofs
impression. Godel did give
-consisiency,
the
return path for the current to tha
' completeness and
{ot
(along with other Logicians), for for- battery. Unfortunately, this system
mal systems of the so-called 'Iower has a major weakness in its design, and
calculi,' but Randall's statement is true that is its dependence on having good
for high ordered calculi. Proofs of earthing points throughout the vehicle's
structure. These earth points are
such do exist but are not as yet accepted
subject to attack from erosion, corL Dale, NIC, rosion and vibration, and are therefore

I

liable to failure. When this happens,
some rather unusual effects can maniifest themselves, the obvious one being
non-operation

of

equipment. Alter-

natively, equipment may function
erratically when switched on, or in
extreme cases, operate when not
switched on. This laner effect is a
result of the vehicle's auxiliaries not
being electrically isolated from one
another in the single lead polarizing
wiring system. Mr Pike's apparent
mystical operation of his sidelights is
therefore easily explainable using every
day engineering experience.

To the

inexperienced, the faults that
developed on Mr Pike's car may
appear to have an air of mystery about
them, but when viewed with an obiect

ive, or experienced eye, the mystery
disappears. This does not mean that I
totally reject the possibility of a UFO
causing the faults: all I am saying is
that it seems very unlikely, especially
in view of the absence of a CEl contact in either case.
The fact that the incidents took place
in the Warminster area should encourage us to be extra cautious when
trying to evaluate the report, because
there is a very real danger of being
'caught-up' in the atmosphere of an
allegedly active location and attributing otherwise insignificant events a
relevance out of proportion to their
true value.

T Fisher,
Aktaston, Dqby.

Skyquest tt Close Encounter tt

CASSETTE
20
CE 2l

CE

CE

22

CE

23

24
CE 25
CE

All

Saucers and the Nightingales*

Mystery of the \?oods
A l7ar-time CElll*
The TV Mast UFOs
Motorway Close Encounters
Mrs Puddy and the Saucer*
The Wildman Case
The Banbury 'Flap'
The Vinchester Encounters*
Spaceman

in the House

?

The South !7ales 'Flap'
The Horse-shoe Saucer*

SPECIALS
26
CE 27
CE 28
CE

CE

29

30
CE 31
CE

Strange Events amidst the Peaks

A Coventry Contact*

The Scoriton Contact of Ernest
Arthur Bryant*
The Humorous side of UFOs*
AVB and After*
The Lalande Case* (see note)
Contact with Pluto ?*
Sex and

CEllls*

cassettes are C60s: actual playing time varies between 52 and 59

ALL

(see note)

minutes. Other than

include recorded excerpts from witness(es) on at least one track. An
asterisk indicates a contact claim or claims is involved.
Each cassette f,2.90 including P & P. Send NOW to Skyquest (B), 95 Taunton
Road, London, SE12 8PA. Please make cheques, POs, etc, payable to Skyquest.
SAE for leaflet giving brief details of content.
Nole-The Lalande Case (CE29) has not previously been published in any form: neither
CE29 nor CE31 will be supplied to minors: please confirm over 18 when ordering.
CE29,

Al (Sky Exploring-Around Polaris): A2 (Our Solar System).
(C30s) Sl (UFOs & You): 52 (UFOs Over England) may still be purchased.

Cassettes:

Al & A2-f.2'50 each. Sl & S2-{2'65

each.

People
lVe extend a welcome to the following
who
have recently been admitted to memb?rshif
of Bufora.
Lgn-doq:_R Adams, B Alzubaydi, A Amminia, R Barbanel, Miss S Bayne, Mrs L V

Frtg., .G A _Carmichael,

$- Co_r$e_roy,

I

TI

Evans,

N

Chiisostomou,
Francis,

B Fitch, D

Halsey, Miss L Hilleird, Miss M
Jcllings, Mrs A Kewley, M Knight, C Lewis,
$_Mas-s.ey,_E Measure, D Metcalfe,-Mrs j V
Metcall'e, Mrs H Michie, R Morison, Mijs D
A Phillips, Miss A K Pull-en, Miss
l{oItol,
A Raftery,-G_\{/ Ruyren, P C Snitier, Z
Sookias, {9_p_q!4ing, R Stacy, M Stott, C i R
Strevens, F W \Uadison, K Vzhite, I a Wilson.
tlglns Coqnqigs : Mrs J Andrews, D Baron,

Mrs.H

$-L E"!.., L lJ( Bayer, B D Blum, M Brookes,
Mrs R Browne, Miss S T Busheli, R Churchygrq,:B^C_irclit, Mrs E Clark, E j Cbrk, C J
9_lpr\i, SR Clayton, Mrs S Codner, P Davies,
I\,I.: Y A Qorrell, T J Duncombe,. D G Dunn,
R Field, I'D Forsdike,
! pvans, J Fawkes,
$_ J $x.,D Giles, Ms P B Grant, J Hand,
Mrs C_Headw-orth, H E Hill, E jones, j
Lar_cgmpe, R A Lee, G H Leibune, Urs'li
R A Marsh, .iU 1 Morgan,
I MacDonald,
\V A Robbins, S Sariruel, A D
9
LP"f\.f,
Smith, M D Turner,

C E \fest.

National: R J Allen. Mrs -R
T Aooleton.
C Archer, M 17 Attenbbrough,
\f Att.trj

!o1opgh, H Bayliss, If Beiker, D Booth,
J Briggs, N Brown, A G Bryden,'R J Calldn,

$s P Qa,telr D K Chapman, I Clark, Miss F
Coats, M I Cobley, D A iraee, S F Crew.
I_Cropper, E Curiie, M Dalby, J S Davies,

Mrs N V Davis, A C Davison, D De, A Dodd.
t C^p1aper, D Faulds, E Fit2gerald E Frith;
R Gil-Lopez, B Goodwin, dR Hitt, R'ltz

R Hammond, A P Harris. T
H_arvey,A Hayes, R Hinsley, J B Howie,
Mrs G M James, R P Tenner.-M Toblinc.
F lohnson, T Johnson, Miss C Jones, Mii6
Hamilton,

!jK

!4.-Jones, G_Horton-Jones, Mirs S Jones,
Julke, Mrs Caulfield-Kernev, D V Kirbv:

P Kirby, R Knight, N Langford, Miss A
Lloyd, J Lockyer, C A Loud, R A Luso.
G_

N Mann, Miss F Maxwell-Erodie, J 1i'sl
J Merrington, P Metcalfe, S'Moran,
9oyl.,
E-. Morgan, D Morris, P Murray, Mrs K
Nicholson, S O'Malley, A $7 Park,-J pavitt,
$_.Pay_ton, Miss C Perry, Mrs P Phillips,
Miss J Pinsent, Miss C H Revnolds, R'A
Richings, E Robinson, T E itobinjon, p
$ydd_elL D B Ruffell, D Sankey, F C Saunders,
!-tp J 4 Scales, D Singh, A A Sinuks, !f G
Skimming, E Smith, G D Smith, Mrs B E
Snow, P L Stiles, G \fl Tarline. D T"...r.
D Taylor, R Taylor, S Tavlor. T Tennatit.
C A Thomas, D Thomas (Taunton). Miss M
Tivnan, T B Watson, J \Watson, R'j t$yheatp
g_!gr-re, P_ rVl
-rVillerton, N E !/illiams,
l_

$(/ilson, J E Woolley, R Wray, Mrs Z

Ifright.
Mrs C Brown.
Mrs H Brunton, R Girs, P Graf, T Lind.
Overseas:

Dr

u7 F

CH

Boswell,

Mclntrye, A P Neild.

Annual Award
Bufoia has now established an Annual Award'for services to ufology.
As announced by Bufora's President, C A E O'Brien, CBE, t'he 197g
Award goes to J Bernard Delair, BSc. Bernard Delaii is the editor of
contact IJK's magazine AWARENESS who, as a professionar geologist,

has a.special interest in the promgrre!_gf
_equcationar pubricationslfiguiinf
prominently in the production of THE UFO
REGISZAR, an impoftant
ahnual. catalogue-of sightings. Few people have such a depth of knowledge
.
of ufology.as will have been evident tb tliose attending Kensington meetinls
when he has lectured. _Itri. year the Award wai-as wiih last year';s
recipieit, Arnold Sfest-Life Membership of Bufora.-

Frorn the Australian lFsRs July 197s Monthly summary: " Are you helping
{vith the solution, or are you part-of the probleni ? ', 'Sfef ? ? ! !

* * * * *'*
UK.

* * * *

awarenes_s-The Journal of contact
Details from: The National chairman,
Contact UK, 59d l(rindmill Road, Headington, Oxford.
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Report-Extra !
,Entities from the Past
tThe

following three

cases

haoe

been

from reports receiaed from
Andy Collins-and certainly they demonstrate the extretne ztariety of the
condensed

UFO phenomenon:-

Presented by Norman Olhter

the craft in synchronisation, re-entering
their respective panels and disappearing inside. The panels slid across the
openings: red flashing lights restarted

and the mass shot upwards vertically

and was lost to sight. The whole
incident lasted some 40-50 seconds and

had been in total silence. It had
occurred so quickly that the witness
had not even thought of calling her

Koiak-headed entities'
in a Brighton garden
parents.
The witness in this case, Mrs Sheila The object was described as domeBurton, was) at the time of the in- shaped and fitted well into the large
'cident-which occurred on the 4th
6

5th September

though in fact

it

or

1951-unmarried,
took place only a few

days before her wedding.

At the time, she was in her late teens
and was staying with her parents at
Withdean, on the outskirts of Brighton
She woke up at about 6.30
am, got out of bed and walked over to
the window that overlooked the long
tree-bordered garden from a height of

in Sussex.

garden; accordingly an estimate of its
diameter as about 40 feet and height
about 25 feet can be made: its colour,
' silaery-green, light green or lime' rc-

mained constant. The red flashing
lights were about 6-7 feet below the
apex, equally spaced around the perimeter of the dome. Once on the
ground, the three square-shaped panels

slid open, these being proportionally
spread across the dome at its base, one
facing directly towards the witness,

perhaps 15 feet. The sun had just
risen and a ground mist still lingered

the other two towards the sides.

incredible speed onto the lawn: a large
dome-shaped object settled down,

thing could be seen either of the
interior of the ctaft. As the 'men'
walked in their respective directions,

lightly on their own and neighbouring gardens. Suddenly, she saw something large and flashing descend at
panels like large doors opened, and

'rnen' got out from the

They slid open towards the left-hand
side as viewed and once totally closed

no sign of them could be seen. .No.

flourescent

they seemed completely oblivious of
their surroundings and of the witness.

There were three ' men' in all and each
moved in a straight line across the lawn

These ' rnen' had appeared identical in

silvery craft.

away from the vertical, central axis of

the craft. They were 5 to 6 feet in
height and had bald ' Kojak-style'
heads. Each wore a dark green or
khaki one-piece garment and held a
' machine - gun - like' device. These
'men' continued walking for perhaps
30 feet, then stopped simultaneously
and began walking backwards towards

every respect: their one-piece suits
included their feet, but ended tightly
at the wrists, and at the neck in a
' mandarin's collar.' Their bodies were
rather.thin in proportion to their size
and their legs seemed thick but short.
Their arms were long, with hands and
fingers apparently similar to our own.

continued oaerleaf
.11

Object and'men'seen by Sheila Burton, Brighton, Sussex.

Faces were expressionless and 'odd.'
The nose was small and pointed: the
mouth was small with no lips: eyes
were small and deep set: ears also
were pointed. Their heads were bald
'Kqjak-style.' Skin was similar in
complexion to our own.

Fporq their right shoulders, down to
the left-hand side were thick, black
bands which joined onto a stomach

belt, also black, of the same thickness.
Each held a device described as 'Iike
a machine-gun' in shape. This consisted of a black cylinder some 20
inches long and 3 inches in diameter,
rounded off at the rear end and
pointed at the front. About a third
of the way along the cylinder from the
rear end, was a black rectangular shape

fitted onto its underside like a magazine.
Another shorter, wider rectangle pro-

truded from the top above the'tnagt2

azine.' Both rectangles seemed to
have vertical engraved lines running
down them.

The devices were carried with both

hands,tut they appeared to do nothing
with them. Their movements away
from the object were as though they
were mindless robots carryinf out a
pointless duty, this impression being
strengthened as they all stopped and
retraced their steps like a fiLn played
backwards. Immediately they reentered the craft, the panels shut, then
the. red lights started flashing and pulsating brightly and the vehicle ascended
vertically. Although craft and ' men'
had appeared solid enough, no subsequent physical traces were to be
found.

***

1956 Landed obiect

and 6 Frogmen'

(see

cove)

The witness, Mr Venerbles of Aveley,
Essex, at the time-in 1956-a teenager, woke up at about 0015 to 0030
and saw an orangey-yellow light flash-

ing in the corner of the ceiling. He
slipped out of bed and went 10 the
window from which, not 100 yards
away, he could see lights of various
colours rotating around a dark form.
On top of this form was

a

a police car light.

Underneath it,

large orangeyyellow light turning round, flashing like

more orangey-yellow lights were spinning in the opposite direction, and
through these lights, horizontally oval
windows in a line could be seen, emit-

ting a bright yellow-white

lumines-

cence. Inside these windows, several
' people' in ' frogmen's suits' were
casually strolling around continuing
their work-or whatever!
Behind that row of lights was anorher
much wider circumference of colour
coming from what could possibly have
base. This (from the

been a rim-type

position of the witness) looked as

if

flames were swirling round the circumference of the form at the sides, and
where the flame should have continued

around the front, was what was described as' gas fire blue flames' spewing
out towards the ground almost like gas
jets in appearance. Although no real
shape could be discerned, due to the
mass of bright colourful lights and
flames, the boy was sure that the object
was either hemispherical or a rim-type
base with a dome on top. No noise
was being emitted. To get a better view,
he opened the window, but in doing so

made a noise, after which the object
suddenly shot off into the air at a
fantastic speed, being seen only as a
' sihter pencil line' moving off into the
heavens. The whole encounter had
lasted between 2 to 3 minutes.

The entities or 'frogmen t had beert
silhouetted against the intense yellow
glow from inside the object. There
had appeared to be at least three or
four of them and each appeared to be
'going about their business ' leisurely.
Their height and description wis
difficult to determine due to the distance from the witness, but their heads

appeared to have ' little or no hair'
and to be of a proportionate shape to

their arms and shoulders.

Witness

could not make out what the ' frogmen'
were actually doing, but one appeared
to be holding an' instrumen, ' of some
kind. The object's size was uncertain,

but was described as

'considerable.'

No check was subsequently made for
traces. The same night, Mr Venerblesn
mother got up in the small hours,
walked into the living-room and, on
glancing outside, saw a red glowing orb

moving closer and closer to the house
and increasing

in

size

until it appeared

it would hit the house.

Amazed and

frightened, she fetched her husband,
but by the time they returned to the
living-room, the shape had disappeared
from view.

***
Machynlleth 6 Jellentities '
In July

1975, Trevor

P, aged 14, his

parents and brother) were holidaying

in Mid-Wales. Around 5 pm on 22
July, they were in the area of Dovey
Vale near Machynlleth in Montgomeryshire to view a cottage: this was
located on the A487(T) road near
ufyfla Hill (OS map 135, ref: 738999).
Trevor went for a stroll up a 250 ft hill
to the south, and on reaching its brow
he saw a strange object apparently
some 50 feet away resting on the
ground. He promptly leapt behind
one of the many boulders in the area
and watched

'u'"'u"''ron

inued oorreaf
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The object had a large circular base
(' like a paddling pool') about 40 feet
in diameter and 7 or 8 feet high, there
being circular lights about 5 feet in
diameter positioned around the base:
each was intensely bright and not of a
colour recognisable to the boy. Between each light were what appeared to
be deep grooves or curves set into the
base, which itself was ' silztery' in
colour and rounded at the edges. On
this base was a hemispherical transparent dome. At the apex of the dome
was another large light, apparently
fitted from the inside and not interfering with the curvature of the dome:
this, too, was about 5 feet across and
again the colour emitted was unknown
to the boy. The dome had a lesser
diameter than the base by perhaps 8 or
9 feet and appeared to be 'ilotted'
into the base. In the centre
of the
(
base inside the dome was a big metal'
t4

unit of irregular

shape, roughly 15
feet long and 7 feet tall at its-highest
point: this looked 'siloer ' in colour.
No marks or' connols' could be seen.
Also inside the dome were two forms

or entities like

pieces

of jelly-large

irregularly-shaped 'lumps ' of a jellylike substance. They were a white

translucent colour and inside them
were hundreds of white discs (like
doughnuts), each about 6 inches across.

The forms themselves were an estimated 7 feet across, with a similar
height, but they were constantly
changing shape, though from the move-

ment of the discs, their centres remained inactive. Their mass seemed
to stay constant. One form was in
front of the metal unit, the other halfobscured behind.

Trevor watched for 20 to 25 seconds,
crouched behind the boulder:

still

then, he noticed a panel or section
begin to open on the extreme right of
the base. This, about 7 feet by 7 feet,
slowly pivoted down towards the
ground, and after 7 or 8 seconds the
entity in full view ' floated' towards
the section, gradually lowering itself
down a possible duct or hatchway and
out of the opening. At this Trevor

ran back over the ridge and down the
hillside, spoke something he cannot
remember to his father and then, for
no apparent reason, ran back up again.

The entity was now in its

original

position and the panel had closed: a
strange constant noise 'like a car
rewing up but quieter' was coming
from the craft.
At this point, the discs of light on the
side and the one on the apex flashed
together in a chameleon-like manner,
and began to blend in with the colours
of the surrounding countryside. The
flashing accelerated faster and faster,
becoming larger and larger until even-

total before easing. His personality
also changed and up to mid-1978 he
was still being seen by a psychiatrist.
The boy and his parents were interviewed in March 1978, a second in-

vestigator and a trained psychologist/
hypnotist also being present.

Ccpyrighr-A B Collins.

*

Floating Battleship '
over Liphook
6

Inzt

L

Dale.

Having completed her performance in
London, a young lady cabaret aftiste
was being driven back to Portsmouth
by a friend on 27 August, 1978. Betrveen 4 am and 5 am her friend noticed
a bright bilobed object (like a figure
' 8' on its side), and thought at first it
was a warning light on top of a new
pylon-he used the A3 frequently and

tually the whole craft completely hadn't noticed it before. However,
blended in with the background as it to his surprise, the light ' paced' the
was enveloped by the lights and be-

came invisible. Trevor then again
ran back.

Trevor's father said that when his son
had rushed back the first time he had
said, ' You won't beliezte me-come on.'
Then

he had

run back up crouched down

for a short time, then again ran back to
his father'really petrified' and shouted
'A jelly man got out of it.' The only
thing his father noticed on going to the
spot was a strange noise being produced as the wind passed through the
grass.

Subsequently, Trevor experienced very

considerable psychosomatic aftereffects: these commenced the following

day when his speech was impaired.
Three weeks later he became blind in
his left eye, the blindness changing to
his right eye, then becoming almost

car: he then aroused his companion
who noted the object which then,
maybe due to the movement of the car,
went out of view.

They were near Liphook in Hampshire
and a couple of miles on, both had
astonishing experiences, The driver
observed a ' massizte object' motionless
above trees on the opposite side of the
road. He stopped the car and saw
what he described as a' floathry battleship'-dark, with a bi-lobed light low
down on one side: he was speechless

because of its awesome size. It hovered soundlessly, spanning many trees,
and its size was estimated in terms of

150 to 200 yards. His window was
wound down: all was quiet, and just as
he was about to get out, the object

' waaered ' and vanished.

condnued ooerleaf
15

The young lady, though, saw something quite different and said, 'll'tltough

I

I

did notice something oery large,
fact only see sets and sets of

could in

panels.' ' During this time,' she continued,' I feh a fascination that I cannot recall hazting before, and I felt a
deep interest in the panels. Then I

white object to his right. He kept his
eye on it, turned down Old Southowram Bank and stopped the car. As he

got.out, the object started to turn away
to the right and head towards the radio
masts at Pole Moor.

imately North, though it didn't mooe
out of oiew, but seemed to aanish at a
certain point. Here, I suddenly felt
terrified and couldn't get away fast
enough.'

The moment it started to turn, it went
from white to black and narrowed to
half its original length: then, it banked
slowly around and after turning away,
vanished very quickly over the horizon
by the masts. There was no sound
and the object was bright like the sun
shining on it.

***
Southowram Bank Sighting

***
Northfleet 6 Orange Cigar'

noticed

mozted

a

definite shape and the object

slowly andoanished, going approx-

Ina T lYhitaker.
Driving up Southowram Bank in the
Halifax, Yorks area at 8.40 am on 26
May l978,David Green, a press photographer, caught sight of a long, flat,

Inzt

her paper-boy was watching.

HAYNES

seen

tVeaoen.

Drawing back her curtains at 9 am on
11 December 1977, Mrs B H Stickland,
of Northfleet, Kent) wondered what

![]
UFO

M

ROAD

by Mrs Stickland of Northfleet, Kent.

She

looked up herself and into view over
the tops of houses came a ' long orange

cigar'-sharply defined. In its middle were three large brilliant orange
lights whilst on either side were three
smaller brilliant orange lights.
The object hovered above the houses
for about five minutes, then, all of a
sudden, 'there was nothing, just as
though somebody had switched the lights

off.'

Subsequently, she asked the
if he thought it had been a
flying saucer. His reply was, ' I
don't know, but it was there and, all of
paper-boy
a sudden,

it

was gone.'

***
Staffordshire 6 Searchlights'
Inzt

A

Pace.

Stephen Colclough, aged 20, was trav-

elling by car from Cheadle, Staffs,
towards Blyth Bridge with his girl-

friend driving: the time was 1.50 am
on 16 September 1978 and they were
following the car of two friends some
two hundred yards ahead.
As they came over the brow of a hill at
Dilhorne, Stephen noticed two lights
in the sky, one red, one white, and as
he watched, the red light moved away
from the white one and a dark shape
appeared between the two: two brilliant white lights like searchlights shone
down from it onto both cars, then

went out and Stephen's vision

was

blurred, but after a moment, he had

a

quick glimpse of the object moving
away. His friend's car in front stopped and all four witnesses agreed on
what had occurred: they then continued on, but after a short while agreed
to return to the spot: car headlights
were flashed to see if the object could
be signalled, and it seemed that the
original red light was still circling the

UFO sighted by Stephen Colclough at Blyth Bridge.

area. Nothing further occurred, however, and after about ten minutes they
continued on their way home.

Under observation for between eight
and ten minutes, the object, which,
according to Mr E Rolfe, had appeared
The object had been ' massiae' and from the south, made off in a northoval in shape. It could not be said easterly direction and disappeared.
whether it made any noise since the car *As noted by the inztestigator, the two reengine might well have drowned it. ports contained seoeral discrepanciesThe night was bright and clear and a for example, one comparison z.t)as with a
full moon lit up the countryside.
football, the other with a rugby ball: one

***

mentioned red and green lights, the other

Hovering 6 craft'
over Holtspur
Imt Lennox Adams, Contact (JK.

red, green and blue. Howeoer, some
degree of witness enor is normally to be
expected and the report was made some
eighteen months later. Indeed, it could
be said that witness accounts ztthich agree
in every detail are far more suspect ihan
those that Oo

,or*t

* *
43075' Glowing Ellipse'
[<- ,,i"ilT,
On 25 February 1977, Mr T Rolfe, 54,
Mr E Rolfe, 24, had the
following experience-which was not
reported at the time since they thought
they would not be believed.
and his son,

It

twilight-and a clear evening,
Mr E Rolfe went into the garden of
their home at Holtspur, Beaconsfield,
Bucks. After a few minutes, an object
' came out of the sky from nowhere': he
called to his father and they both
watched the ' craft' for some minutes
as it hovered soundlessly above the
rooftops at an estimated height of not
was

and

more than 200 feet some distance away.
Both witnesses gave its apparent size
as that of a ball* at arms length, which,
though it might be perhaps considered

a high estimate,

certainly shows it

made an impression. The object was
oval in shape with a central dome, an
interesting feature being a band around
the'body 'which contained red, green

and blue* lights, flashing on and off
with a circular movement.
18
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Driving towards Newquay on 23 July
1978 along the A3075, Mr F Morton
and his wife had reached a point about
1$ miles from the village of Penhallow,
when they caught sight of a very bright
glowing elliptical object coming from
the sea on a horizontal flight path inland. The object was clearly defined
and no sound could be heard though all
the car windows were wide open, since

it

was warm and dry. There was no
traffic either in front or behind as the
object passed across the road at right
angles to the direction of travel-left
to right-at a constant speed. Looking
out of the open offside car window,
witness stated the object abruptly disappeared, but just a second before this
it seemed ' rcnuous to sight '.. it did not
suddenly diminish in intensity or size,
or fly offat high speed. Total sighting
time was six to eight seconds.

During the sighting, radio reception
(on 1500 metres) faded for a momenr,
but no other electrical effects were
apparent, and this was considered at
the time to be probably a temporary
broadcasting fault.

Witness

is an

experienced observer,

having had an interest in the subject
since 1958. Since that time he has

observed many natural phenomena

from marsh gas to ball lightning as well
as identifying hoaxes, but, as he writes,

'During that time I

hazte never seen
anything (else) that could positiztely earn

the title of UFO-Iet alone Flying
Saucer !'

***
Odd Obiect over Cove
Ino Andy Collins.
Cove, Hampshire, is quite near the
Royal Aircraft Establishment at Farnborough. The witness, Mrs E S
moved from the area to south-west
London only a few weeks after the
incident which occurred in early May
L974, when she was walking her dogs
in the garden at 6.15 am. She glanced
up and observed a grey or silver object
stationary in the sky ' not aery high up.'
It was discoid in shape with a row of
square windows around its circumference which emitted a reddish glow.
Witness ' feh' there to be ' mooement
and shadows' within. No sound was
to be heard as the obiect slowly moved

in a circular fashion.

Witness be-

came scared, collected the dogs, went
in and boltedthe door and consequently

did not observe its manner

of

disaPPearance'

* * *
6

Startled' Saucer

in

Shropshire

M Keatman.
One Sunday in June 1976, Mr and Mrs
Clarkson and a friend visited Llangollen for the day with a Volkswagen
club. The ' conaoy' of cars stopped
to refuel at Betws-y-Coed and our
witnesses' car was last in the queue;
as they had been given no directions
and all the other cars had left, they
decided to return home to Stafford.
Inzt

On the A518 between Haughton and
Gnosall the headlights were switched
on: it was twilight, getting dark, but

visibility was good. Mr

Clarkson

slowed down to 35 mph to negotiate a
bend across a railway bridge over a
disused line, but beforb they ieached it,
a large, circular craft came up from
behind a hedge and passed low over
the car, moving upwards.

This object was dark, silent and about
thirty feet in diameter with numerous

lights or jets along the perimeter of the
underside: the lights, orange in colour,
were not very bright and did not give

off sufficient light to illuminate even
the underside of the craft properly,
just giving it a faint orange luminosity.
The duration of the sighting was not
more than ten seconds: no windows in

the car were open and there was no
vehicle or radio interference or other
effects. Mr Clarkson had the impression that his car headlights might
have startled the craft and caused it to
take off from the nearby field.
(see

illusrration werleaf)
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An$lesey A$ain
I mentioned in the last Journal, seaeral extremely interesting reports haae
As

alreadjt been published

in

the Journal

from this part of Britain. FUFORFederation UFO Research-of Creute,
hazte conducted a

full

iwsestigation into
at

the most recent happenings there

/

&

ing in the Anglesey skies. At 1800
hours, on the evening of the 1st, a

Mrs Roberts and a Mrs Hughes were
walking a dog near their homes when
they noticed the strange appearance
of the sky. The whole sky was coloured red except for a strange looking
black cloud which seemed to be
attached to a white cloud above it.

Bufora's request, and I am grateful to The atmosphere seemed very heavy
Mark Tyrrell, Editor of FUFOR'S and the area quieter than usual.
publication UFO INS/GHT, for perAt about 2015 hours, Mark Hesketh
mission to reproduce much of the report
(aged 11) was playing football with
appearing in its first issue. A 'followothers next to fields at the rear of the
up' will be gioen zphen this becomes Maes
Athem estate. One of the boys
aoailable.

The incidents occurred on 1 September
1978 and investigations were carried
out on 5 and 12 September. The
Fufor report reads:Although most probably coincidental,
it is worth noting that about 2| hours
prior to the sighting of a UFO and the
Humanoids (at Llanerchymedd, Anglesey), something strange was happen20

suddenly shouted that a helicopter was
landing in one of the fields. As Mark
went for a closer look, he could see
that the object was unlike any helicopter

he had every seen. It was bulletshaped, coloured white all over, but
had a red glow around its edges: a
band of red light appeared to go across
the object. At the same time, Carmen Burford (aged 12), was babysitting at a flat on the estate and spotted

what would seem to be the same object,
though she described it as being
cigar-shaped.

In the meantime, some of the boys had
run to the Estate and told a Mrs Owen
and Mrs Parry what was happening.
Mrs Owen went inside her house to go
upstairs and get a better look at the
object. Mrs Parry went to the field
to see for herself. Vhen she reached
there, she saw a spinning white light
she thought was a helicopter coming
in to land at RAF Valley: she went to
tell her husband and then returned to
the field. As she approached the
boys started to shout that the object
was going to land, but although she
ran the last few yards, she failed to get
a glimpse of the object as it went be-

hind some trees. She then went back
indoors.

Mark Hesketh then noticed that some
horses two fields away were running
riot and saw two quite tall men 6 feet
or more in height. One seemed to be
waving his arms about above his
shoulders. Meanwhile, Mrs Owens
had reached her bedroom and claimed
to have seen three men in the same
field, each dressed in a one-piece suit
with a hood covering their heads.
She shouted to the boys to get the
police and Mark Hesketh ran to do so.
In the confusion, no one noticed what
finally happened to the strangelooking men.

Later that evening, at 2230, Jeremy
Burford and three others were driving
outside Llanerchymedd and saw a
purple star-like object which made a
cJose pass at them.

On Sunday, 3 September at 2300
hours, a Mrs Garnett, together with
her step-daughter, saw a circular,
silver object-again on the

Maes

Athem estate. It seemed to hover for
a few seconds before shooting off into
the distance in less than a minute.

Some nearby dogs and horses apparently made a racket lasting some hours.

At

0230 hours on 3 September and
again on the morning of the 4th,
helicopters were observed hovering
over the fields where the humanoids
were allegedly seen. Flares were
dropped to light the area up. Later,
Fufor received an assurance from
RAF Valley that there were no military air or ground manoeuvres either at

the time of the humanoid incident or,
indeed, over the whole weekend. An
indication of deeper ' authority' involvement in the UFO phenomenon
perhaps

?

A field near to where the object was
seen to go down contained an area of
flattened barley. Fufor considers there

could be two plausible explanations

for this, however. Firstly, the presence
of helicopters low over these fields on
the Sunday and Monday and, secondly,
there had been high winds in the area
over this particular weekend: there
were small areas of flattened grass in

the field where the humanoids were
seen, but these did not seem in the
least mysterious.

As a postscript to the British reports,
it is interesting that in early September
1978, an object very similar to the one
reported over Cumbria by many witnesses) including police on 28 August
1977, appears again to have been in
evidence. This time the reports came
from Kendal, where, it is said, hundreds of people watching Kendal's
annual torchlight procession saw the
object which, as with the earlier one,
had two bright ' headlights' and moved
slowly and noiselessly above and away
from the startled witnesses.
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Overseas Reports
'The lbiza Triangle'
Cr M

J

Underzuood.

There were at least eight witnesses to
this sighting by people holidaying in a
villa near the town of San Antonio
Abad in the Ibiza area of Spain. One
of them, who has requested anonymity
has sent in the following account:
Eight of us in the villa at the time, had
iust finished our evening meal. I was

lying on the bed in the front room

reading a paper:

it

was a warm night
and we had the windows wide open.
I looked up and saw a very bright light
over Conejara island and said, 'That
star's bright tonight,' It went dull and

then very bright again. Intrigued, I
went outside on the porch and called a
friend out with me. The light suddenly disappeared and we called everyone else out-three Londoners, two

Irishmen, two Swedish girls and a
girl. We began to argue
over what it was and suddenly the
light reappeared, but this time it was
red: it stayed in the same position for
about three or four minutes, then
moved in our direction: as it got closer,
the red light seemed to pulse. One
of the gids said, ' It's q plane,' and at
this time we all agreed.
A few of the crowd had lost interest
and drifted back inside, but as the
craft came nearer) it was seen there
were too many lights for it to be a
plane. All the others'came out again
and as it came nearer still we could see
that it was in the shape of a triangle
with lights at the front and down the
sides. We were all shouting that it
was a UFO, when one of us called out,
'Eaeryone keep quiet.' Then a very
eerie feeling came over us because
there was no , sound at all: it just
drifted over-not fast, not slow. For
a plane to have been so large it would
Canadian
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have been only about 500 feet above
the ground and the noise would have
been deafening.

it went over the top of us, it went
behind buildings that surround the
Patank Square. I ran down the road
As

and everyone followed, hoping to get
another look, but it was gone. The
duration of the sighting was between

five and ten minutes. Lights at the
front of the 'triangle' had been red:
others were green and-white.

Middle East 5 Jumbo '
'The size of a jumbo jet'-a

descrip-

tion given to several sightings reported
in recent Journal issues. This time,
though, the scene is not England, but
I(uwait, where, in November last just
such a giant craft apparently landed
near a satellite tracking station. The
object was said to have decended in a
brilliant ball of light, watched by seven
men who walked to within 250 yards of
the' dish-shaped' UFO. After only a
few minutes the object took off again
vertically at high speed. The Kuwaiti government are said to be conducting an enquiry into the affair, but
few additional details are as yet known.

***

Australia:
The Valentich Afrair
At

7.12 pm on Saturday, 23 October
1978, a light plane-a Cessna 182
' Deha SierraJuliet'-piloted by Frederick Valentich, went missing following
a remarkable radio conversation between Valentich and air traffic controllers at Melbourne, from where the
plane had taken off en route to King
Island.

Over Bass Strait, at 7.6 pm, Valentich
reported to control that there was a
large ' aircraft' below 5,000 feet with
four bright lights like landing lightS:

he could not identify the object which
had passed about 1,000 feet above him.

The following conversation then took
place:7.6 p.m:

Valentich:

' . Are there any RAAF
aircraft in the oicinity?'

Flight Service Unit: ' Negatiae.'
7.8

V:

pm-:
'It's

approaching from due east
towards me-seents to be playing
some sort of game. It's flying at
a speed f can't estimate.'
FSU: ' lVhat is your altitude ? '

V:

' 4,500 feet.'

FSU:' Can you confirm non-identification of aircraft ?'
V: 'Afirmative.'
7.9 pm:

V:'

It's not an aircraft. . . . . . .'

(transmission break).

FSU: ' Can you ghte description of aircraft ? '

V:

' It's flying past. It's a long
I can't identify more than
that. Coming for me now . .

shape:

it

appears to be

stationqry. I'm

orbiting and the thing is orbiting
on top of me also. It has a green
light and a son of metallic light
on the outside.'

The object was then reported to have
vanished.

FSU: ' Confirm that it has aanished.'
'Affirmatiae: Affirmatiae. Do
you know athat aircraft I've got ?
Is it military ?'
FSU: ' No-no military trffic in the

V:

atea.'

rough-idling and

There was then a metallic noise over
the radio and contact with the aircraft

waslost....

Valentich was due to arrive at King
Island at 7.28 pm, but failed to do so.
A visual and radio search was instigated and an RAAF Orion from Edinburgh, South Australia, spent all day
on the Sunday searching the area off

Cape Otway where the plane had
disappeared. A small oil slick was
observed and a boat subsequently
picked up samples for analysis.

Vreckage was also sighted some 25-30
miles off Cape Wickham, but this was
later found to consist of partly submerged fruit cartons and plastic bags.
The search was called off the following
Wednesday after eight civil planes as
well as the Orion had been involved.

Valentich's night flight had been for
the purpose of building up night
flying hours and experience and to
collect crayfish from King Island. He
had flown with the RAAF Training
Corps for some three years.

Some interesting points then began to
emerge:

Valentich's father said that his son had
been interested in UFOs and had in

fact seen 'classified material,' (This
was denied by the Australian authorities). . . .
The suggestion was made (though

strongly contested) that Valentich could
have been flying upside down and had
seen the reflection

thewater....

of his own lights in

Valentich had not asked King Island
airport to switch on the runway lights:
this is a very small strip and it would
be impossible to land without them . . .
Police on King Island could not find
anyone who was selling crayfish to
Valentich. (One of the stated reasons
for his flight). . . .
continued ozterleaf
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I

According to his girlfriend, Rhonda,
he was supposed to have picked her
up at 7.30 pm that night to go to a
disco, and from his flight plan he could
not possibly have returned to Mel-

bourne before 9 pm.

The night, incidentally, was clear and
not too dark. Air safety experts are
understood to have the tape under
examination.

Well, was Valentich abducted by a
UFO ? Did he crash-land near Cape
Otway ? Did he come down in the
sea ? Or was the whole thing an
elaborate hoax ? As things stand at
present, your guess is as good as mine!
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Australia:
Brighton 6 Classic UFO'
At

2.43 pm on Sunday, 12 November,
ship's captain Frank Jolly, formerly a
sceptic on the subject of UFOs, observed a dome-shaped object fly over

his house in Brighton, Melbourne.
At the time, Captain Jolly, aged 50, a
Port Phillip Bay ship pilot for seven
years, was sunbathing in his backyard:
he noticed the obie-t at a height of
around 3,000 feet and estimated its
speed as between 100 and 200 knots.
About 60 feet in diameter, it seemed to

have brown stripes on its underside.
The dome was a dark grey and Captain
Jolly thought it was of a thin metallic
substance as he noticed a slight buck-

ling. The object made no sound.
It was a cloudless day. Checks were
made with Moorab6in and Tullamarine airports, but there was no
record of any aircraft in the area.
Norman Olioer.

***

Bufora member Miss V Burton.
Bufora member Mrs S Kellard.

Report-Extra illustrations by Jennifer Cook and Daoid Crogg.

Apologia

I"

Y-ol I No 2, when referrin-g to Pufoya and contact uK as the country's two longest
established- investigatior_ral bodies, I ohitted to include the Bitish Flying' saucer Buieau
which celebrated its silve-r Jubilee in 1978. Sorry BFSB! I hopjth'is acknotledg;:
ment, together with the reference on page 27 of our iast issue, puts tlie record straight. -

that Denis Plunkett was killed on active strvice. - Deils has writt6ri to me to 6onfirm
tfiat he is, in fact, very much alive and currently chairman of ttre Bitish Flying sauir
Bureau above.

john Rimmer las pointed out that much of the review by Bryan Hartlev of the book
Prelude to the Landing on Planet Earth appearing in vol 7 No 3 was couched in nearidentical terms to that of his own earlier review in the Metempirical LIFO Buttetin, Ottr
apologies to John that this similarity escaped scrutiny.
No rman Olioer
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Dat3
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1953

DE-I6E

Feb'77

DE-287

Feb'78

DE-289

11.7.7 5

DE-291

1960',s

Jue

Place

t6.tt.62

DE-295

1970

DE-301

August

Class

Invcstlgator/

Credlt

6 stars

in rows

c4b

R

0830

N Comelly,

' Inng

streak

'

c4b

J DUNNING,

1900

Lydd, Kent

'Bright light'
' Saucer shape ' with

c4b

A

C3c

A HALL

Midnight

S Vales

Folkestone, Kent

rcd lights

FISHER,

CoNTAcr UK

ColrrAcr UK
HALL

2330

Varminstcr, rfTilts

Bright pulsing
' sqtellite '

C,lc

I

CLoKE

0l

Gravesend, Kent

Ellipticd objcct

C3c

I

CLoRE,

Ilndon, SEl5

Orange-rcd cigar

c3b

Coventry,

Silver disc

c,rc

A

HAI-L

Grey-whitc'hat
shape '

c3b

A

HALL
HALL

24

DE-293

Report

Hayes, Middx

pm

DE-133

Presmtation by Pauline Gtego

10

2300-2400

pm

1953

rJf Midlands

M BARRoN
M BARRoN
I CLoKB
M lUrAvEN

DE-3t3

5.9.77

2300

Blithbury, Lincoln

DE-3t4

Sept'77

0100

Ramsgate, Kent

Orange ball

C4c

A

DE-320

20.8.71

2200

Tunbridge lfclls,
Kent

2 yellow round obiects

c4b

M

rI?EAVEN

DE-325

;ept'?7

1900

London, SE20

' Half-string necklct'

C3c

M

WEAVEN

DE-380

Aug/Scpt

1530

London, SEl5

Round red/orange
obicct

C4c

M BARRoN
I CLoKE

DB-513

31.10.77

2100

Dunmow,

Separating and fusing

c4b

E

LUFF

DE-514

Nov/Dec

DE-517

April

|

197

DE-519

May'77

DE-523

July'76

r930

Summer
?

t945

22.3.45

1964

Nov

I965

Summcr

1965

August

1970

t97l

?

Colchester, Essex

Bright white light

C4c

E

LUFF

Saffron uTalden,

Vhite light ball

C4c

E

LUTF

0200

2 brilliant square lights

C3c

E Lurr

Dull yellow ball

C4c

E

4 objects with lights

C3c

FI FosmR

Spain

lfickford,

Essex

Hull, N Humberside

LUFF

Henley-on-Thames

5 round silver obiects

c3b

I

Daytime

Cotswolds

Silver ' Zeppelin '

C3c

R

LAKE

Midnight

Holland

Lits in formation

ck

R

LAKE

Preston, Lancs

Cuned white/grey

c3b

Binghm, Notts

' Descending
roots '

C4c

!?eston-super-Mare,

Manoeuvering

lit

c4b

C

EDWARDS

'

c4b

M

c4b

B

1430

Noon
0030

Avon

diamond

branches,

Barlaston, Staffs

3 ' moon discs

0300

Blackpool, Lancs

Oval with coloued

zt00-2200

Glasson Docks,
Lancs

'Roundish obiects'

c3b

M

!Teston-super-Mare,
Avon

' Sepeating obiect '

c3b

I

Midnieht

CLoKE

KEATMAN
HARTLEY

flashes

1973174

1974

Midnight

0100

October

Lits

Essex

Evening

DE-579
DE-683

o2t5

Essex

2s.2.74

1900

KEATMAN

VINTEN
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Codc No.

Date

Tlme

Place

Report

t974

21.10.78

l7t5

Exmouth, Devon

Round obiect with tail

1974

October

1645

Bristol

Very bright white

t974

29.1O.74

pm

Frampton Cotterell,

Cirolar obiect with

C4c

Lichfield, Staffs

2 yellow-white cigar

B4c

Avon

Dec

19'14

1905

Invesdgrtor/
Crcdit

lless

lit

red flash

t3b

J

JEFFREY

C4c

shapes

BR

52

GY

56

Sept'52

1715

July/Aug

1600-1800

1956

Brighton, Sussex

Revolving ' tablet

c3b

Gt Yarmouth,
Norfolk

Silver-grey disc

c3b
C,tc

't5-277

30.9.75

2230

Rotherham, Yorks

7 ' star-shapes '

75-280

29.9.75

2008

Veston-super-Mare,
Avon

Manoeuvering

75-281

l1-4.75

2145

Avon

Round red ' fire balls '

C,4c

75-282

24.8.75

2130

Weston-super-Mare,

Round obiect

C3c

75-283

20.8.75

pm

8.8.75

2t30

Pill, Avon

Greyish obiect
'White obiect

c4b

75-284
75-285

6.2.7 5

1745

Yeovil, Somerset

Oval shape with lights

c3b

76-420

2-8.76

oo22

Bristol

4 round hazy objects

C4c

76-425

22.11.76

2105

Torquay, Devon

2 dark grey objects

C4c

J

76-429

7.1t.76

1930

Wednesbury,

' Oval ' with

C3c

M

4/5 long thin oblects

C.lc

lrhite star-like lit

C.lc

Avon

W Midlands

lit

C4c
WCUFORA

C,K

dome

16-430

Late July

2200

Belhos, Essex

76-431

I 1.10.76

2050

We

7G432

30.5.76

2300

Sharply defined'starlike ' obiect

C4c

76-433

20.10.76

0600

Small ball of bright

B4c

76-434

15.12.76

1430

76-435

27.10.76

2230

17-

27-5-77

-

77-432

26.3.77

77-440

29.12.17

77-445

16-1.77

Midright
I

800

1230

ston-super-Mare,

light

WEBBER

PRITCHARD

N CUIORA

' silver cigar '

c4b

Barlaston, Staffs

'Vghite/green obiect

c.k

Barkingside, Essex

2 silvery-white

C3c

Churchdown, Glos

Cloud, blue light

C3c

Anglesey, N Wales

Gliding and hovering

c4b

C

BoRD

St Helens, Mersey-

Pulsating ' star

C3c

B

HARTLEY

side

cylinders

'shape'

'

M
R

KEATMAN

LARE
BAKER

77-446

23.7.77

o200

Shildon, Co Durham

Cigar with ' squares '

C3c

B

HARTLEY

77-452

Nov

0915

Tilgate,

Flat red oval

c3b

P

O,GRADY

77-456

27

-12.77

t9l0

Basingstoke, Hants

Orange glows

c3b

A

CoLLrNs

77-481

31.1o.77

1855

Glenrothes, Edinburgh

3 flashing

multi-

c4b

S

CAMPBELL

77-482

October

2100

Ty Coch,

Yellow/blue oval

C3c

CE

77-483

8.t2.77

0100

Algeciras, Spain

Round yellow-red
obiect

c3b

26

Sussex

Swansea

coloured lits

EDWARDS

Codc No.

Date

Time

Place

Report

Class

Cigar-shape with dome

C3c

fnveatigatorl

Crcdit

77-484

Dec

2155

Tittensor, Staffs

77-481

9.9.77

2030

Salisbury, rtrTilts

Dome with flat bottom

C3c

I

77-498

t4.12.77

2200

Halifax. Yorks

Red and black object

c3b

77-499

June

1600

Dagenham, Essex

'

'

c4b

T
A

1600

Hainault, Essex

5 objects
head '

in ' rrow-

C4c

Bristol

White oval obiect

C4c

Silver/orange objecl

C4c
B4c

Pencil-shape

77-500

)

77-505

4.3.77

l2s5

77-506

14.5.77

2100

77-507

23.6.77

0235

Weston-super-Mare,

White oval obiect

Avon

24.5.77

2300

Frampton Cotterell,
Avon

Bright

Bristol

White/hold lit

C4c

Lit with vapour trail

C4c

77-5@

20.5.77

2300

26.1.77

1630

77-5lt

8.5.77

2300

77-5t2

25.10.77

77-513

7.7.77

78-023
78-063

KEATMAN

VINTEN
TY'HITAKER

CoLLrNs

B KING
A CoLLrNs

lVCUFORA

lit

77-508

77-5tO

M

C4c

lit

Veston-super-Mare,
Avon

Bright

M4 Motorway

Huge elliptical craft

c3b

Cor,rN and

I 328

S ti0oodford, Essex

' A'-shaped obiect

C3c

R

8.1.78

0620

Torquay, Devon

' Off-white cigar '

c3b

24.6.78

1900

Swanley, Kent

Silver ' ball '

c3b

78-067

10.5.78

2345

lfarminster, IJfilts

Pulsating white obiect

?8-069

22.4.78

1205

Taunton, Somerset

Round white obiect

1900-2230

C4c

JANET BoRD

LAKE

M
M

ITEAVEN
BARRoN

c3b

G

RoBERTS

C4c

WCUFORA

78-07l

Feb

224s

Yeovilton, Somerset

White lit

C,lc

78-073

22.5.78

22tO

Kingsbury, London

Indeterminate shaped
obiect ' breaking up '

c3b

CR

78-075

I 1.6.78

2200

Lceds, Yorks

Long galleon shape '

C4c

T

RoWLANDS

.WHITAKER

Clifton, Beds

Multi-coloured disc

c4b

B KING

Dagenham, Essex

White obiect with
green tail

c4b

A

CoLLINS

Splitting ' silver sphere C.lc

A
A

CoLLrNs

78-O76

22.6.78

78-078

June

78-080

2.1.78

1530

Thurock,

78-081

13.8.78

2240

Malden, Essex

78-084

11.1.78

0710

Blackpool, Lmcs

Two grey-white oblongs c4b

B HARIEY

0030
0200-0400

Essex

Fuzzy irregulu glow '

c4b

CoLLrNs

78-085

10.5.78

o0l7

\l/are, Herts

White lit

B4c

B

KING

?8-085

25.3.78

2tt5-2120

Dagenham, Essex

2 multi-coloured objectr

c3b

R

LARB

78-087

Ian

pm

Kidserove, Staffs

White/yellow oval

c4b

78-088

9.8.78

Midday

Scunthorpe,
Humberside

Black inverted saucer

C3c

78-090

9.9.78

0519

Skipton, Yorks

Round yellow/orange
oblect

B4b

78-09t

23.7.78

0015

Glasgow

Hazy silver obiect

C4c

?8-093

24.7.78

2330

Barry, Glamorgan

Mmoeuvering

c4b

coloured

lit

S. TAYLoR

S CanpsrI,r

continued ooerlpd
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Codc No.

Date

Tlmc

78-094

5.4.78

1635

78-095

5.4.78

22t5

78-W7

15.7.78

2328

Crcdlt

' Silver cigar '

c4b

IThite/grecn oval

c3b

l?hite dimond

B4c

WCUFORA

Langford Crest,
Avon

Intense white light

c4b

WCUFORA

Stoke-on-Trent,
Staffs

Bridgwater,
Somersct

Midnight

Invcsl gator/

Report

Placc

78-098

6.8.78

78-099

21.8.78

0100

c4b

WCUFORA

78-100

26.6.78

2225

Stafford

Round yellow object

c4b

M

KEATMAN

78-t 0t

Feb

pm

Macclesfield,
Cheshire

' Cigar with

of

C4c

M

KBATMAN

78-102

Julv

Stoke-on-Trent,

Spherical yellow/white
object

C4c

Massive cigar shape

C3c

78-104

12.t.78

Eulv

aftirnoon
1815

Staffs

Dagenham, Esscx

light'

shspes

M

KBATMAN

B KrNc

I

In the Bufma classification system: Category A means that ot nore official obsereers (?ilot, professional astronomert etc) uere present at the obseroation. B indicates I or more expeienced obserlers
not necessail! Professional (police, UFA inoestigator, etc). C-No experienced obseraers. Class
I-means there was a perrnanent record made (traces, photographs, etcr. 2-indicates temporar!
3-object seen nearby with featwes not
2lptgical effects,,ttehicle interference, time inconsistency,
lilely t9 occur in a man-made or natural phenomenon. 4-distant object or point of light: no distingd-shable features. Group a-means there were two or more independent-witnesies, at difrerent
locations. b-indicates two or more witnesses at one location. c-oie witness only. Thus i'cl.arsificgtion of Ala could nean lhat two fficial obseroers took photograplx of the-same object from
diff*ent locatiory,whilst C4c indicates therewas only one inexperieniedbbser:ver seeing adiitant-light
or object in the sky.

itc.

Bufora Lecture Recordings
of any of the following lecture recordings from
Robin Lindsey. With one exception, all are of Kensington lectures: those
marked with a ' C ' were delivered to the former society Cos-Mos:
Members can obtain copies

27.tt.65
26.2.66
26.3.66
30.4.66

7.t.67
4.2.67

4.3,67
6.5.67
3,6.67
17.6.67
1.7.67
l.10.67

18.11.67

3.2.68
2.3.68
28

Phenomena
........... .J Cleary-Baker, PhD
(Also short talks by J Goddard, N Stephenson & S Smith, MA).
Ernest Bryant's Scoriton Contact Claim ..............................Norman Oliver
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Hi
of Editing the Review ..................Char1es Bowen
Current
Current Trends in UFO Research
.....T Cleary-Baker,
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hours. For each recording required. 2 x C90 cassettes -1- {1 to cover p & p, wear and tear, etc, should
be sent to: RosrH J LrNosrv Montague Villas, 87 Station Road, $Thittlesey,
Peterborough, PE7 lUE. Robin will be making the recordings in his own time,.
so two weeks should be allowed for tapes to be recorded and despatched.
Members should note that each recording last about 2|
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IUFO NEWSCIIPPIIIG SERYICE IJTant to keep
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Lucius

up with the real "

close

" One excellent way of

Farish, Route I

doing so is with the UFO Newsclipping
Service, bringing you UFO reports from
Arkansas 72127, USA.
the United States and around the world.
Each monthly istrg is a 2}-page report containing the latest uFo accounts
from the US, England, Canada, Australia, South-America and other countrie-s.
ys \eep you informed on worldwide UFO activity. Write
^I-etsubscription
today for
information and sample pages from our service issues.
Box 220, Plumerville

Books and Leafiets

Members

Tttle
An Engineer's Look at UFO's
Leonard Cramp, ARAeS, MSIA
Close Encounters of the Third Kind

F Lockwood {s A R
Guide to the UFO Phenomenon
Investigation Procedures
Ted Bloecher (ed C

30p
60p
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50p
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Pace)

65p
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3op

Tranr lYhitaker
Investigators Handbook
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1976 Conference Proceedings

5op
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{3.50

Articles of Association (members only)
dr.2s
Bufora Journals (back numbers)
35p
50p
(In some cases, only lrhotocop;es of Journals can be supplied, at cost, plus handting and p €t p).
All the above publications are available post free from:
Aryold West, Bufora Publications, 16 Southway, Burgess Hill, Sussex

RH15 9ST.

Personal Column
Do you have a manuscript that you would
like to see publlshed ? The Regcney Press
(London & New.WCIA
York) Ltd. 43 New Oxford
Street, London
lBH may be able to
help. Send SAE for details and new catalogue.

Skywatch UFO detector. Two modelr
are norv produced. Magnetic needle type
and elecfto-magnetic field sensor pocket port.
able

model. {9.00 each.

Send

full stamped

addressed envelope for fiilI explanatory
literature to Malcolm Jay, 102 Nelson Road,
Chingford, E4 9AS.

THE BRITISH UFO RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
Bufora I=imited (by guarantee). Founded 1964. Registered Office: Hazelmont House,

qrcgog Boulevard, Nottingham. Registered in London: 1234924. Incorporating the Londori
UFO Research Organisation, founded 1959, and the British UFO Associatibn, founded 1962.
Aims: 1-To encourage, promote and conduct unbiased scientific research of unidentified
flying objects (UFO) phenomena through the United Kingdom. 2-To collect and disseminate
evidence and data relating to unidentified flying objects (UFOs). 3-To co-ordinate UFO
research throughout the United Kingdom and to co-operate with others engaged in such research
-throughout the world.
Meiirberstlp:- The annual subscription is {5.00, $10 in the USA and Canada. Membership
ir open. to a_ll who support the aims of the Association and whose application is approved bi' tht
Executive Council. Application/informatibn forrns can be obtained from any offiier,
Bimett's Pinting Vorhs, Cgprus

Rd, Burgess

Hill, lV Sussex. Tel. B. Hill

3126 (STD) 044 46.

